The longitudinal tracking engine of the particle accelerator simulation application PyHEADTAIL shows a heavy potential for parallelisation. For basic beam circulation, the tracking functionality with the leap-frog algorithm is extracted and compared between a sequential C and a concurrent CUDA C API implementation for 10 6 revolutions. Including the sequential data I/O in both versions, a pure speedup of up to S = 100 is observed which is in the order of magnitude of what is expected from Amdahl's law. From O(100) macro-particles on the overhead of initialising the GPU CUDA device appears outweighed by the concurrent computations on the 448 available CUDA cores.
Introduction
PyHEADTAIL is a program currently under development at CERN [1] designed for the simulation of the interaction of particle beams with electron clouds, the impact of impedance and space charge effects. It is used to study beam instabilities and emittance growth induced by the afore-mentioned collective effects.
The code itself is written in python: various modules covering different physical aspects allow the user to choose a particular combination of what he wants to incorporate into his simulation script. Figure 1 : provided modules make it easier for users to set up their individual combination of covered physical aspects. [2] PyHEADTAIL is a python port from the program HEADTAIL written in C and FOR-TRAN, which has been successfully employed in the world-wide beam dynamics community since at least 2002. Since PyHEADTAIL is still at an early stage of development, the current version does not exhibit any parallelised parts yet, it runs fully sequentially. This is where the actual project comes into play, it poses the starting point for future parallelisation efforts of PyHEADTAIL.
PyHEADTAIL's Tracking Engine
PyHEADTAIL is a macro-particle simulation, i.e. the code pushes particles described by their 3D spatial positions and momenta from one interaction point to another, cf. figure 2. At the interaction points -depending on what type of interactions the user has included -, the fields of the particle distribution are constructed and act back on the particle distribution.
One essential part of PyHEADTAIL is the tracking engine which transports the macroparticles. One distinguishes between the transverse plane (perpendicular to the direction of motion within the accelerator ring) and the longitudinal direction (along the direction of motion). 
The Transverse Plane
The macro-particle movement in the transverse plane is approximately described by linear transfer matrices, i.e. the same matrix is repeatedly acting on the typically 10 5 to 10 7 macro-particles' state vectors (to give an order of magnitude, this depends on the resolution that the physics requires to be noiselessly described and be properly reproduced). Currently this is done with sequential vectorised matrix multiplication on a single core.
The Longitudinal Plane
The macro-particles' longitudinal motion is taken into account via various different integration algorithms, which allow for different levels of accuracy in exchange for computation time. To be more specific, the particles' motion in longitudinal phase space -which comprises two coordinates, the spatial location z and the corresponding (dimensionless) conjugate momentum δ -is integrated turn by turn. Integration is performed via either the Euler-Cromer (first order), Leap-Frog (second order Verlet) or Runge-Kutta resp. Ruth (fourth order) numerical integration algorithms. These heavy calculations are independently done for each particle's entry in the z and δ arrays, i.e. they are destined to be parallelised and outsourced to the GPU. 
Approach
In a typical longitudinal tracking setting as it occurs during my hollow bunch simulations [4] , the tracking engine of PyHEADTAIL naturally plays the major role during the course of the simulation. A run with 100'000 macro-particles and 70'000 turns takes 1044.442 seconds on the above described setup. Neglecting the plotting part of the application, the python profiling tool cProfile reveals in figure 3 that the two core tracking functions that respectively update the z and δ coordinate arrays of the particles consume 1039.034 seconds for the Leap-Frog algorithm, i.e. 99.5% of the total time. The same run on my own desktop machine (exhibiting a CPU clock rate of 3.4 GHz) takes 707.164 seconds which perfectly scales with the clock rate ratio between the two machines.
In order to assess the speedup gain of a parallelisation of the longitudinal tracking engine quantitatively, its functionality is reproduced in an ANSI C code. The implemented physical situation corresponds to simple revolution tracking of the particles without complicated parameter changes of the accelerator setting (as in the above hollow bunch setting) -the mechanism of which covers several hundred lines in the original python code but per se takes only a negligible part of the application running time.
A CUDA version of the sequential C code is written which performs the heavy computations in parallel for each particle on the GPU.
Both the sequential C and the parallel CUDA version are compiled with aggressive optimisation flags -O2. They both take as an input the same data file (generated by a python script) with two columns containing the coordinate values of z and δ for various macro-particle numbers. This ensures that both perform the same calculations on exactly the same data. Reading in data files also resembles many applied simulation situations So, finally we are all set to concentrate on the parallelisation results.
CUDA: Parallelisation Design
There are essentially two nested loops during the tracking: one going through all the turns and the other one going at each turn through all the particles in the two vectors z and dp. Particles are independent of each other during the tracking itself, i.e. that loop can be parallelised. However, the turns necessarily need to be evaluated consecutively, i.e. they are sequential.
The instructions performed on each data entry of the two arrays are essentially the same each turn. Thus, the parallelisation design comprises the kernel knowing about the two arrays and performing the non-linear instructions concurrently on the data. Threads are spawned as many as there are particles resp. entries in the arrays. Now there are two extremal choices -put the loop over all turns into the kernel for the GPU threads or into the CPU code. The first one minimises memory access on the GPU (keyword: large latency threats!) and minimises the overhead created by spawning the threads. However, it turns out that for reasonably long total turn numbers (order of magnitude of 1 billion turns) the threads last too long, are considered to time out and are subsequently killed. (1 billion turns correspond to a 25h store of beam in the LHC, the current high energy collider at CERN.)
The opposite choice controls the loop over all turns from the CPU such that each GPU thread advances the corresponding particle by one turn. It is then important to synchronise the spawning of threads as to yield to the strict time order of the integration. That results in very long idling times of single threads due to the comparatively large memory latencies on the GPU. After these findings, a hybrid approach was chosen: a single thread contains a long enough loop to make use of the registers in order to save intermediate results at each turn and circumvent memory access, while its length is still short enough to prevent the thread to be killed. Another calling loop controlled from the CPU makes sure to cover the overall number of turns by enough threads steps. Figure 5 shows the impact of the thread spawning overhead for low turns per thread, i.e. a high number of overall threads being spawned. A fixed number of 2 20 ≈ 10 6 turns per inner kernel loop has then been established for the following evaluations.
Speedup Evaluations 2.4.1 Theoretical Speedup
Let us assess the speedup defined by
(where T p is the parallelised code's execution time and T s the sequential code's execution time) that we expect to gain by parallelising the sequential ANSI C code. Since in our case we have quite large data sets (the more macro-particles the longer the array and the better the resolution of a real bunch comprising ≈ 10 12 particles) and we have quite some threads being spawned, we expect the real speedup to be oriented along the lines of Amdahl's law.
Amdahl's law states the strong scaling relation
for S the ideal speedup, P the fraction of the execution time of the parallelisable sequential code compared to the total execution time and N the number of cores running the parallelised version, cf. [5] . Thus, using one GPU device with 448 CUDA cores and taking 1 − P = 3.61 × 10 −5 according to the profiling results of figure 4 we obtain
which indicates the order of magnitude (since the time measurement uncertainty in figure  4 -we assume 1 uncertainty -strongly affects the exact magnitude of this value). NB: any overhead (such as copying data from CPU RAM to the GPU device RAM, different memory access times and especially initiating the cudaDevice etc.) is neglected in this calculation. Since the GPU runs at a different clock rate than the CPU, we have to take the ratio into account to get the real speedup:
Measured speedup
We are using one-dimensional blocks holding 512 threads, i.e. we stay below the maximum of 1024 to have enough registers available for the kernel algorithm. To compare between a -O2 flag optimised and non-optimised version of the sequential ANSI C code and the parallelised CUDA code, we are using data sets of 1 to 8192 macro-particles. Measurements of the execution times are shown in table 2. Figure 6 compiles the total running times in a bar chart while the same situation is shown for the kernel / tracking running times only in figure 7. All three versions essentially scale linearly with the number of turns given, as these are executed strictly sequentially. The CUDA GPU device initiation takes around 0.9 seconds as seen in figure 8 in the profiling of the parallelised CUDA C code (analogous to figure 4), so there is a considerable overhead. All CPU and overall times have been measured via the clock function of time.h which resembles the sole system CPU cycles spent on the program -the final printing has been excluded from the measurements. 
Conclusion
Due to the overhead caused by the GPU CUDA device initiation, the use of the concurrent calculations on the GPU only pays off from a magnitude of 10 2 to 10 3 macro-particles on. As the usual setting in HEADTAIL / PyHEADTAIL is 10 5 to 10 7 macro-particles, a speedup of S = O(100) can be expected by using a parallelised version on the GPU. However, for more memory-bound applications such as calculating space charge effects between the particles or including impedance effects, the real speedup will be strongly affected by the large memory latency on the GPU.
The next steps include porting the parallelised version into pyCUDA and integrating the parallelised tracking into PyHEADTAIL. For now, the strongly computation-bound tracking promises a large speedup, this will have to be analysed in greater detail for the more memory-bound physical effects that comprise the core part of (Py-)HEADTAIL and make it such a useful tool in the accelerator physics community.
